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Do dooni chaar full movie

2010 film by Habib Faisal This article is about the 2010 film. For the independent 1968 film, see Do Dooni Char. Do Dooni ChaarTheatrical publishing posterDirect byHabib FaisalProduced byArindam ChaudhuriScreenplay byHabib FaisalRahil QaziStory byHabib FaisalStarringRishi KapoorNeetu
SinghMusic byMeet Bros AnjjanAnkit TiwariCineographyAnshuman MahaleyEdited byAarti Ba James Production Company Walt Disney Pictures Disney World Cinema Planman Motion Pictures Walt Disney Pictures India Distributed byWalt Disney Studios Motion PicturesRelease date 8 October 2010
(2010-10-08) Running time108 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindi Dooni Chaar (transl. Two twos are four) is a 2010 Indian Hindi family comedy-drama film produced by Arindam Chaudhuri (Planman Motion Pictures), written and directed by director Habib Faisal, and starring Rishi Kapoor, Neetu Singh,
Aditi Vasudev and Archit Krishna in the lead roles. The film is about a middle-class schoolteacher who tries to keep his wife and children happy in inflationary times and dreams of buying a car. [1] The film also marks the return of the Kapoor pair as a leading couple on the silver screen. Although the duo
had not appeared in a film for over 30 years, they had previously appeared in numerous hits during the 1970s. The directorial debut film was also the first live-action Hindi film to be distributed by Disney World Cinema. [2] [3] [4] [5] It went on to win the National Film Award for Best Feature Film in Hindi at
the 58th National Film Awards. Plot The Duggals is a middle-class Punjabi family living in a one-bedroom apartment in Lajpat Nagar, Delhi. The middle-aged patriarch, Santosh Duggal (Rishi Kapoor), is a modest high-school math teacher; his wife Kusum (Neetu Singh) is a stay-at-home housewife who
quit her job at Santosh's insistence. They have two teenage children: a boyish college-going daughter, Payal (Aditi Vasudev), who narrates the film, and a high-schooler's son, Sandeep (Archit Krishna), aka Deepu or Sandy. They lead a hand-to-mouth existence, penny-pinching at every opportunity.
Santosh commutes using a dilapidated old scooter, nicknamed 'Duggal Express', from his home to school and to a coaching center where he receives an additional income. Despite his best efforts to give his children a high-quality education, he always does not live up to their expectations, wanting a
comfortable life despite their situation. One evening Santosh receives a phone call from his sister Urmi (Supriya Shukla) telling him that her youngest nanad (sister-in-law) is getting married at their home in Meerut this weekend. This throws the children's plans to buy gadgets out the window as their
meagre budget is now further strained with the burden of travelling to Meerut and buying gifts for the groom's family. The following night, Urmi shows up at duggals', and asks the family to arrive the wedding by car at all costs; If they show up on the scooter, she will have to face taunts from her family.
Santosh says immediately that this is impossible as he doesn't have the finances to make sure to borrow a car, let alone buy one. But Kusum promises a distraught Urmi that they will go to the wedding in a car, no matter what the expense. After a co-teacher at school proposes renting a car to Meerut, but
at an overly high price, Santosh turns to his jovial neighbor Farooqui (Akhilendra Mishra), offering Duggals his old Maruti Esteem. Payal runs the family to Meerut without much trouble. The wedding is a success and Urmi's family is happy to see the Duggals. But after returning home, Payal turns the car
into a wall, damaging his rear bumper and taillight. Farooqui is undisturbed by damage expenses, but his wife Salma (Natasha Rastogi) loses her temper and challenges the Duggals to buy a car. Despite himself, Santosh takes up the challenge and vows to buy a new car within fifteen days. Farooqui
sympathizes with Santosh and advises him to buy only a new car and not a used car. Santosh visits a car dealership and is offered a Maruti Alto with an attractive offer, but he has to buy the car within five days to take advantage of the offer. Payal is unhappy with the choice of car as she wanted
something more modern like her boyfriend's i10. She refuses to accompany her family to Alto's test drive. Eventually, she applies for a job at a call center. Meanwhile, Deepu, who had been betting money on cricket matches, is shell-shocked when the betting ring is postponed and arrested; He's
destroying his phone, to his girlfriend's consternation. That night, an exuberant Payal Santosh talks about his new job offer letter, but he's unhappy that his daughter is sacrificing her education for some extra money. In a fit of rage, Payal rips up her offer letter, but then the family comes to know the betting
ring through a TV news report. Payal and Kusum are furious, but Santosh is calm. He takes Deepu to distribute betting money among street kids. After being denied a loan by both a school teacher and the coaching centre's owner, Santosh is on his mind 'end to paying the car's payout. In desperation, he
buys a thousand packets of 555 Brand detergent, hoping that he will be allowed to win a car through a lucky coupon found in one of the packages. The family spends a long time ripping open cartons, cutting through packages and fishing out coupons, but the big prize eludes them. So Santosh chances at
an answer-paper of one of his students' where the student asks him to assign him at least passing marks; In return, for each assigned brand, Santosh will get a thousand rupees. Santosh and Kusum had seen the paper before, but had swept it aside; Now Kusum wonders if they are doing the right thing,
Santosh assures her that in a fast-paced, burgeoning Delhi, where his students get high starting salaries, an aging teacher deserves at least a matchbox-sized car. Santosh and Payal move on to a McDonald's restaurant, where the student's father has arranged to meet them along with him, his
grandfather and his uncle. Meanwhile, Deepu is convinced, through another sting operation report on TV, that his father has fallen for a scam and set up alone for the restaurant. The men sit across Santosh and Payal. The grandfather asks him to show how many marks were awarded. Santosh is amazed
to discover that the boy is his student Aryan. Just as Santosh is about to show the answer-sheet, Zafar Iqbal, an ex-student of his, arrives on stage with his wife and young daughter, and thanks him for making him a successful person in life and a principled 'good boy'. Zafar tells Santosh that he and
several other former students live in New York and tell the memories of Duggal Sir. After he leaves, Santosh, clearly moved, refuses to take the money, telling aryan that they would both have failed if he were to undeservely pass him: Aryan for believing that money can buy something, and Santosh for
being remembered for dishonesty. He is about to leave, once a furious Payal, to learn that Aryan had spray-painted obscene messages on Santosh's scooter, starting a noisy fight between the Duggals (including Deepu, who has joined the scene) and Aryan's relatives. Both parties, sprayed with sauce,
flee the restaurant, with Aryan's SUV in pursuit of the 'Duggal Express', as the latter speeds through the roads of Delhi. The Duggals have only just reached home when their pursuers arrive at their street, asking for their address and creating a ruckus. Farooqui informs a nervous Santosh of their
presence. The dug-outs come down and start apologizing to them; Deepu had even become convinced that they were running a sting operation. But their fears are unfounded: grandpa introduces himself as Popley, the proprietor of Popley Sweets, and offers Duggal's twelve-month advance tuition fees to
supplement their soaring inadequate tuition income, which they reluctantly accept. He asks Santosh to teach Aryan to be a morally good boy, unlike his two wastrel sons. Payal and Deepu are now more proud than ever that their father is a teacher. The film ends with the Duggals enjoying their new Maruti
Alto; as Payal teaches Santosh to drive it, they regret that they are now stuck in traffic jams while they would have simply squeezed through them with their scooter. Of course, it's a small price for them to pay. Cast Rishi Kapoor as Santosh Duggal Neetu Singh as Kusum Duggal Aditi Vasudev as Payal
Duggal, also the narrator of the film Archit Krishna as Sandeep 'Sandy'/'Deepu' Duggal Rajesh Vivek as Anchor Mishra as Farooqui Farooqui Shukla as Urmi (Fuppu) Natasha Rastogi as Salma Farooqui Viccky Baidyanath as Police Man Production Development Even at the script development stage,
Rishi Kapoor had been in the minds of makers, for the female lead opposite Rishi Kapoor, originally Juhi Chawla was approached, however, she refused the role. [6] Although the Neetu-Rishi couple had made a brief appearance in The Saif Ali Khan and Deepika Padukone starrer 2009 film Love Aaj Kal,



Do Dooni Chaar was their first film as a lead couple, after a gap of 30 years as Neetu Singh had retired from film after her marriage to Rishioor Kap in 1980. [7] Later in an interview Neetu , revealed she had no intention of signing on to the film and agreed to listen to the script at the invitation of her
husband, who has already been signed on. After hearing the script from the director Habib, she began to picture herself as Kusum Duggal and immediately agreed to the part. [8] Theme The film deals with the issue of underpaid teachers, and their problem with their self-esteem in the face of rising
inflation and demands from their families. The middle-class schoolteacher who works overtime to support his income and to send his children to good schools ends up in a moral dilemma when it comes to meeting the needs of his still-disgruntled teenage children. As a public relations producer, Arindam
Chaudhuri, The common question the teacher asks when he looks at his student, who is just 25 and owns a car, is why at 55 he still drives a scooter? [6] In the end, it is not only the teacher who redeems himself by not succumbing to taking bribes, but also his children who begin to see him in the true light
and importance of being a teacher and an honest citizen. [9] [10] Film films were shot in locations in Delhi,[11] in places such as Kirori Mal College, Vinobapuri, Shalimar Bagh (Delhi), Khan Market, Chittaranjan Park, Mayur Vihar Phase - 3 and Noida. The wedding sequence in the film, set in Meerut, was
shot in a Chhattarpur farmhouse and later in the Nizamuddin area, in early 2009. Coaching class shot in the DICT Institute, Mayur vihar phase 3. [12] Release Lead actor Rishi Kapoor at the premiere of the film, in Mumbai In August 2010, the film became the first live action Hindi feature film to be
produced by Disney India and distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. October, attended by the actors and Bollywood stars, Followed by a nationwide release on 8.13[ 13] The film had its North American premiere as the opening night film at the New York Indian Film Festival 2011 on 4. [14]
Home media The film will be released on Disney DVD, Movie Download and On Demand on 26. [15] [16] [17] [18] The release will be produced in DVD widescreen and includes a Hindi language track plus English subtitles. Promotion Lead actors, Rishi Kapoor and Neetu Kapoor appeared on tv shows, to
promote the film, including Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah. Reception Critical reception Critics gave generally positive reviews to the film giving an average of 3/5 stars. Critics also praised performances by each actor specifically Rishi Kapoor and Neetu Kapoor. Anupama Chopra of NDTV called it, a
film of grace and praised the film for its inherent niceness and decency. [19] Pratim D. Gupta of The Telegraph gave two thumbs up to the film, calling it an irresistible trip to the cinema that makes you feel good about yourself. [20] Mayank Shekhar from the Hindustan Times gave 4/5 stars said: Full on
paisa vasool! Dig into the Duggals[21] while Sudhish Kamath from Hindu called it One of the most important films of our time. A celebration of the great Indian middle class. A landmark in Indian filmmaking! [10] Rajeev Masand of CNN-IBN also liked the film saying Do Dooni... is simple but lovable. [22]
Similarly, veteran critic Taran Adarsh of Bollywood Hungama called it a A Little Gem That Should Not Be Missed! [23] Vinayak Chakravorty of Mail Today gave it three stars and wrote: Debutant Habib Faisal's direction works for the way he underplays routine ironies in life. [24] Box office the film collected
$45 million (US$630,000) in its theatrical run and was declared a hit. [25] The soundtrack Do Dooni Chaar – Shankar Mahadevan, Vishal Dadlani Baaja Bajya - Sunidhi Chauhan, Meet Bros Anjan Ankit Ek Haath De - Meet BrosAnan Ankit Maange Ki Ghodi - Rakesh Pandit, Krishna Dooni Do Chaar Jam -
Shankar Mahadevan, Vishal Dadlani Dooni Chaar Club Mix - Shankar Mahadevan, Vishal Dadlani, Meet Bros Anjjan, Ankit Awards 58th National Film Awards Best Hindi Feature Film - Do Dooni Chaar[26] 2011 Star Screen Awards Star Screen Award for Best Art Direction - Mukund Gupta[27] 2011
Filmfare Awards[28] Critics Award for Best Performance – Rishi Kapoor Best Dialogue – Habib Faisal Best Costume Design – Varsha and Shilpa Best Production Design – Mukund Gupta References ^ Disney India to Release 'Do Doonie Char' Oct 8 . Beyond India. 10. Filed from the original on 29 April
2015. Downloaded July 12, 2011. ^ Bhushan, Nyay. New York Indian Film Festival to Open with Walt Disney India's First Live-Action Hindi Film. The Hollywood reporter. Downloaded 4 April 2011. ^ How small movies made it big? - Film festivals &amp; Markets. BollywoodTrade.com 26. Downloaded 4
April 2011. ^ New York Indian Film Festival to Open with Walt Disney's Film. Pravasi Herald. March 9, 2011. Downloaded 4 April 2011. ^ 1.0 1.1 Disney India to release 'Do Dooni Char' Oct 8. Yahoo! 19. Arkiveret fra originalen den 23. ↑ 1,0 1,1 Script is vital says 'Do Dooni Chaar' producer –. The Times
of India. 6. Arkiveret fra originalen den 23. ↑ Bollywood Stars of 2010: Ratings and Ranking of Hindi Film stars. Calcutta Tube. Arkiveret fra originalen den 31. ↑ Do Dooni Chaar script brought me back to films: Neetu Singh. Pengekontrol. 23. ↑ Do Dooni Chaar. Indiske Express. 15. ↑ 1,0 1,1 Kamath,
Sudhish (9. oktober 2010). Fantastic fire - Do Dooni Chaar' Okt 9. Chennai, Indien: Hinduen. Arkiveret fra originalen den 12. Hentet 31 Oktober 2010. ↑ Do Dooni Chaar. Bollywood Hungama. ↑ Jea Band in Do Dooni Chaar too. The Times of India. 19. februar 2010. ↑ Do Dooni Char premiere. MiD dag. 7.
↑ NYIFF Opening Night Premiere. Bolly Krydderi. 5. maj 2011. Hentet 13 juli 2011. ↑ Walt Disney Unveils Three Indian Movies in North America. De økonomiske tider. 30. Hentet 6 juli 2011. ↑ Ramrakhani, Naina (1. juli 2011). Disney opretter et nyt hjem i Indien. Desi Hits. Arkiveret fra originalen den 6.
Hentet 6 juli 2011. ↑ Disney to Launch 3 Hindi Films in North America Across Platforms. Forretning af Cinema. 30. Arkiveret fra originalen den 24 marts 2012. Hentet 6 juli 2011. ↑ Disney Releasing 3 Indian Films in North America. Deccan Herald. 30. Hentet 6 juli 2011. ↑ Review: Do Dooni Chaar is a film
with grace. Ndtv. 8. ↑ Pratim D. Gupta (9. oktober 2010). Hjertevarmende. Calcutta, Indien: The Telegraph. Hentet 19 September 2009. ↑ Great Indian MidEr entertainer' Oct 9. Hindustan Times. 9. Arkiveret fra originalen den 4. ↑ 'Do Dooni... er enkel, men elskelig 'Okt 9. CNN-IBN. 8. ↑ 'A little gem that
should not miss!'. Bollywood Hungama. 8. ↑ Review: Rishi, Neetu revive the magic in 'Do Dooni Chaar'. Dagens e-avis 8. ↑ All India 2010 (Figures in INR Crore). Boxofficeindia.com. Arkiveret fra originalen den 21. Hentet 8 juli 2011. ↑ 58th National Film Awards: Rishi Kapoor, Arbaaz Khan on cloud nine
after bagging national award. De økonomiske tider. 20. maj 2011. Hentet 8 juli 2011. [dødt link] ^ Vindere af 17th Annual Star Screen Awards 2011. Bollywood Hungama. Arkiveret fra originalen den 9. Hentet 7 Januar 2011. ↑ Winners of 56th Filmfare Awards 2011. Bollywood Hungama. Arkiveret fra
originalen den 5 marts 2011. Hentet 21 marts 2011. [Do Duni Char] Eksterne links Officielle hjemmeside Dooni Chaar på IMDb Hentet fra 21974 film 27 DownOriginal Movie Poster.Directed byAwtar Krishna byAwtar Krishna KaulScreenplay afAwtar Krishna KaulBased onAthara Sooraj Ke Paudheby
Ramesh BakshiStarringRaakheeM.K. RainaMusic byHariprasad Chaurasia Bhubaneswar MishraCinematographyApurba Kishore BirEdited byRavi PatnaikRelease date 1974 (1974) Running time118 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindi 27 Down is a 1974 Indian drama film directed by Awtar Krishna Kaul
with Raakhee and M.K. Raina. The film is based on hindi novel Athara Sooraj Ke Paudhe, by Ramesh Bakshi, about a railroad employee who meets a girl on the train. The film's music was performed by classical musicians Hariprasad Chaurasia and Bhubaneswar Mishra,[1] while the production design
was by Bansi Chandragupta. At the 21st National Film Awards, the film won the award for best feature film in Hindi as well as best film, for Apurba Kishore Bir. [2] [3] The film's director Avatar Kaul died in an accident the same week the awards were announced. It was his only movie. [4] [5] Plot The film is
set at 27 Down, Bombay-Varanasi Express, Sanjay (M.K. Raina) is on a pilgrimage trip to Varanasi (Banaras), and remembers his life in flashbacks. [6] Sanjay gives up his dreams of becoming an artist, to support his family, he takes his father's profession by railroad employee. He spends his days as a
railroad ticket checker until he meets a Life Insurance Corporation employee, Shalini (Raakhee), on suburban trains. After a few more meetings, they fall in love, and Sanjay begins to see life differently, but when his father finds out about their relationship, he resolves his marriage to another girl. [4] [5] [6]
Cast Raakhee as Shalini M.K. Raina as Sanjay Rekha Sabnis as Sanjay's Wife Om Shivpuri as Anna (Sanjay's Father) Madhavi Manjula Sadhu Meher Sudhir Dalvi as Sanjay friend Nilesh Vellani as young Sanjay Music Chuk Chuk Chuk - Ravi Kichlu Production The film was shot on the spot on Mumbai
trains, platforms, and at Mumbai's Victoria Terminus station, cinematographer of the film , Apurba Kishore Bir was 22 years old when he got the project, he shot 70 percent of the film using a handheld camera, inspired by The Battle of Algiers, a 1966 war movie aimed at putting the camera right in the
conflict he shot with wide lenses rather than zooms. Bir chose to shoot the film in black and white as he wanted sharp contrasts. [4] Because it was difficult to control across audiences, most of the film's platform scenes were recorded at night, or by side platforms, and extras made it look like a busy time.
[5] References ^ Pandit Bhubaneshwar Mishra. Downloaded 19 September 2013. ^ 21st National Film Awards. International Film Festival in India. Archived from the original on 1st ^ 21st National Film Awards (PDF) (PDF). The Directorate of Film Festivals. ^ a b Apurba Kishore Bir on 27 Down. Time Out
Mumbai. 11. Filed from the original on 27 April 2015. Downloaded May 19, 2013. ^ 1.0 1.1 Shubhra Gupta (7 July 2012). Silence of the heart. The Indian Express. Downloaded May 19, 2013. ^ 1.0 1.1 27 Down Bombay-Varanasi Express (1974). The New York Times. 27 Down: Map of Human Heart
External Links 27 Down on IMDb 27 Down (1:53). Cinemas in India (NFDC). Filed from the original on 21 October 2015, the original of the original was originally published in the Post. Downloaded 19 September 2013. Retrieved from
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